The remarkable coolant flow is
strategic for titanium machining

STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY, HIGH SPINDLE TORQUE,
VIBRATION CONTROL AND SENSORIZATION.
THESE ARE THE MAIN FEATURES WITH
SPARK TI, MANDELLI’S 5 AXIS MACHINING
CENTER FOR TITANIUM, STEEL
PROCESSING AND HIGH RESISTANCE
ALLOYS MACHINING.
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itanium and titanium alloys owe their
success to their mechanical resistance
characteristics comparable to those
of steel and, at the same time, to a specific
mass which is about its half. Thanks to these
features they have found widespread use
in areas requiring lightweight structures
able to withstand major stresses, such as
Aerospace, where they are used to produce
both structural elements and components
for landing gears. The mechanical properties
that characterize these alloys identify their
strengths as well as their criticality so that
poor thermal conductivity, high tensile
strength, low elasticity module and the
reactivity to tool recoating materials require
the use low cutting speed and reduced
spindle speed. Under these conditions, the
HMC structure and the its kinematics are
subject to low frequency vibrations during
machining, a critical condition for the HMC
structural resistance that is likely to resonate.
To ensure heavy stock removal on complex
shapes preventing the structure from critical
frequencies, Mandelli has designed the
5-axis Spark Ti HMC line.
High torque, high precision
According to Mandelli, the ideal solution for
Titanium machining in Aerospace is a 5-axis
machining center with high stock removal
rate. Spark Ti line, which is going to be
presented at the forthcoming EMO Hannover 2017, has been developed from the
Spark line : a new styling design optimized
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with dynamic simulations and the experience gained in 20 years of aeronautical
machining, new spindles and anti-vibration
systems available on all the axes are the key
features of Mandelli’s new product. Thanks
to the double drive tilting head capable of
generating a 12,000 Nm continuously
controlled torque and an automatic backlash
recovery system, Spark Ti performs 5-axis
roughing operations ensuring surfaces
close to those of the finished work-piece
and high precision finishing operations
without the typical signs of traditional
mechanical transmissions thus eliminating
semi-finishing operations for most
components.
Also Mandelli’s Spark tables include
“backlash-free” movements since the
presence of backlash combined with the high
forces exchanged during machining and the
low frequencies would put the axis dynamics
and the movement regularity in danger.
The high titanium alloy tensile coefficient
together with a very rapid wear of the
cutting parts imposes, as already mentioned,
cut parameters that require high torque at
relatively low revolutions. Mandelli meets
these needs with a wide range of spindles,
both with range-change solutions and
direct drive, characterized by innovative
technologies capable of generating
remarkable torque and minimizing the head
dimensions, an important factor to avoid
penalizing the tool length. Mandelli’s spindle
range for titanium offers many possibilities

Above : Spark Ti can carry out top
level quality finishing operations
Example of 5-axis roughing
operation in continuous possible
thanks to anti-vibration devices
designed by Mandelli
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BORN
FOR PER
TITANIUM
PENSATA
IL TITANIO
The robust structure together
with the anti-vibration devices
make Spark ti ideal for
titanium machining

The tilting axis features
a double drive solution

Mandelli always carries out
tests to check the reliability
of its solutions

including the 1200 Nm HSK125 continuous
electro-spindle and a new 2700 Nm
mechanical head recently chosen for a line
of 4 machines under construction for a large
American manufacturer of civil aircraft.
Vibration damping
Given the forces and torque involved it is
important to have a solid and robust
structure. Mandelli is historically recognized
for its rigid structure HMCs that guarantee
high precision in machining over time.
However, when working with titanium
structural rigidity is not enough because the
vibrations lower than 50 Hz generated by
the low spindle rotation speed, in addition
to being detrimental to the structure, cause
the quality of the finished component to fall.
This is why Mandelli has installed on the
Spark Ti line specific solutions dedicated to
vibration damping by providing the Spark Ti
linear and rotary axes with a series of active
devices that activate dissipation systems
when vibrations occur. Such systems
disperse the energy caused by vibrations
by canceling the negative effects in the
machining and preventing the structure
from resonating. The effectiveness of these
devices has been demonstrated by a series
of tests in which the spindle rotation speed
was set at 200 rpm - a typical value in
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titanium machining - and an accelerometer
has been installed on the spindle nose to
detect vibrations. These devices have
reduced vibrations by 75% compared to
working with deactivated dissipating
systems, an excellent result that increases
the cutting parameters or, alternatively,
keeps them fixed by significantly increasing
the tool life.
Coolant flow and
chip removal
Vibration damping therefore helps achieve
better surface qualities by putting the tool
in optimum working conditions. Hence, it is
also justified the use of HSK100 or HSK125
tool tapers to provide adequate structural
support, bending strength and a significant
lubricant flow to the tool.
The low thermal conductivity of titanium
alloys combined with high mechanical
strength leads to a remarkable increase in
tool working temperature which adversely
affects its life but, thanks to the adoption of
HSK125 tapers, we can ensure a flow rate of
150 l / min of lubricant on the cutting zone
that, together with a working pressure higher
than 100 bar, allows for lower working
temperature of the cutting parts and
ensures better chip removal, a very delicate
aspect since the complexity of the shapes

and pocket depth that characterize the
Aerospace components tend to cause a
buildup of chips in the machining area. High
level performance and maximum versatility
make Spark Ti the ideal ally for truly
optimum results.
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